2012
APA PACIFIC DIVISION
ANNUAL MEETING

POCKET PROGRAM & ERRATA

April 4–7, 2012
Westin Seattle Hotel
Seattle

Full Program: apa–pacific.org
Live Updates on facebook.com/apapacific and on twitter @apa_pacific
MAIN & GROUP SESSIONS

AC = APA Committee Session  
B = Author–Meets–Critics  
C = Colloquium  
G = Group Session  
IP = Invited Paper  
IS = Invited Symposium  
S = Symposium

Wednesday 9 am–12 pm

1A B: Fleischacker, Divine Teaching and the Way of the World  
1B B: Allison, Kant’s Groundwork of the Metaphysics of Morals  
1C B: Goldberg, Relying on Others  
1D IS: Fictionalism  
1E IS: Naturalizing Virtue  
1F IS: Synesthesia  
1G IS: The Philosophy of Sara Ruddick  
1H C: Jacobi, Kierkegaard, and Nietzsche  
1I C: Love and Partiality  
1J C: Ontology and Meta-ontology  
1K C: Race  
1L C: War, Armies, and Justice  
1M AC: Credentialing  
1N AC: Preparing 21st Century Academics: The Importance of Educating Graduate Students about Teaching and Learning

Wednesday 1–4 pm

2A B: Azadpur, Reason Unbound  
2B B: Witt, The Metaphysics of Gender  
2C B: Haidt, The Righteous Mind  
2D IS: Ideas in Kant  
2E IS: Reference and Co-reference  
2F IS: Unconscious Perception  
2G C: Decision Theory  
2H C: Democracy  
2I C: Ethics  
2J C: Philosophy of Mind  
2K C: Time  
2L C: Virtue and Skill  
2M AC: The Scholarship of Teaching and Learning in Philosophy
Wednesday 4–6 pm

3A IP: Ontological Dependence
3B IP: Skepticism and Phenomenal Content
3C IS: Addressing the Dearth of Women in Philosophy of Religion
3D C: Applied Ethics
3E C: Aristotle's Elements
3F C: Causal Explanations
3G C: Higher-order Theories of Consciousness
3H C: Logic
3I C: Psychopathy
3J C: Thought
3K S: Berkeley
3L S: Blame
3M S: Moral Judgment
3N S: Zeno

Wednesday 6–7 pm

Carus Lecture I

Wednesday 7–9 pm

G1A Society for Analytical Feminism

Wednesday 7–10 pm

G2A International Society for Comparative Studies of Chinese and Western Philosophy
G2B North American Wittgenstein Society
G2C Philosophy of Time Society
G2D Society for German Idealism
G2E Society for Natural Religion
G2F Society for Philosophy in the Contemporary World
G2G Society for the Advancement of American Philosophy
G2H Society for the History of Political Philosophy
G2I Society for the Philosophy of History
G2J Society for the Philosophy of Sex and Love
G2K Society for the Study of Philosophy and the Martial Arts
G2L Society for the Study of the History of Analytical Philosophy
G2M Society of Indian Philosophy and Religion

Wednesday 9–11 pm

G3A Society for Asian and Comparative Philosophy
Thursday 9 am–12 pm

4A B: Korsmeyer, *Savoring Disgust*  
4B B: Baehr, *The Inquiring Mind*  
4C B: Stump, *Wandering in Darkness*  
4D In Memory of Mary Anne Warren  
4E IS: Ethics and War  
4F IS: Locke on Mind and Body  
4G IS: Socrates in Plato  
4H IS: The Senses: A Survey  
4I IS: Theories of Meaning and Attitude Ascriptions  
4J C: Belief Revision  
4K C: Harms and Balancing  
4L C: Kant  
4M C: Metaphysics  
4N AC: Causation in Law

Thursday 1–4 pm

5A B: Stanley, *Know How*  
5B B: Schroeder, *Noncognitivism in Ethics*  
5C B: Fish, *Perception, Hallucination, and Illusion*  
5D IS: Comparative Perspectives on Virtue and Moral Psychology  
5E IS: Early Modern European Philosophy Encounters the Non-European World  
5F IS: Justice in Entry and Exit—Territory, Migration, and Membership  
5G IS: Kant's Doctrine of Right  
5H IS: Problems for Philosophers: Implicit Bias and the Perception of Merit  
5I C: Aesthetics  
5J C: Aristotle  
5K C: Coercion, Compulsion, and Manipulation  
5L C: Luck  
5M C: Perception  
5N C: Truthmakers

Thursday 4–6 pm

6A IS: Evaluative Language and Reality  
6B IS: Philosophy and Science Fiction  
6C C: Buddhism and Confucianism  
6D C: Feminism and the History of Philosophy  
6E C: Heidegger
6F C: Indexicals
6G C: Inference to the Best Explanation
6H C: Scientific Modeling
6I S: Agency
6J S: Mereology
6K S: Moral Education
6L S: Perception
6M S: Plato's Aesthetics
6N AC: Access to Investigational Drugs Outside Clinical Trials

Thursday 6–7 pm
Carus Lecture II

Thursday 7–9 pm
G4A Charles S. Peirce Society
G4B Josiah Royce Society
G4C North American Kant Society
G4D Society for Asian and Comparative Philosophy
G4E Society for Business Ethics

Thursday 7–10 pm
G5A Experimental Philosophy Society
G5B Hegel Society of America
G5C International Society for Comparative Studies of Chinese and Western Philosophy
G5D Karl Jaspers Society of North America
G5E North American Nietzsche Society
G5F Society for Natural Religion
G5G Society for the Study of the History of Analytical Philosophy
G5H Society for Women in Philosophy

Thursday 9–11 pm
G6A American Association of Philosophy Teachers
G6B Ayn Rand Society *session starts at 7 pm*
G6C Concerned Philosophers for Peace
G6D International Society for Chinese Philosophy
G6E Society for Empirical Ethics
G6F Society of Christian Philosophers
Friday 9 am–12 pm

7A  B: Annas, *Intelligent Virtue*  
7B  B: Kourany, *Philosophy of Science after Feminism*  
7C  B: Ludlow, *The Philosophy of Generative Linguistics*  
7D  B: Almeder, *Truth and Skepticism*  
7E  IS: Art and Evolution  
7F  IS: Philosophers on Parenting  
7G  IS: Philosophy and Animal Activism  
7H  IS: Rational Agency and the Emotions  
7I  IS: The Prospects for Physicalism  
7J  C: Kant’s Critique of Judgment  
7K  C: Moral Responsibility  
7L  C: Philosophy of Religion  
7M  C: Political Philosophy  
7N  AC: Much Ado about Nothing: Conceptions of Nothingness in Asian Philosophy

Friday 11 am–2 pm

Poster Session

Friday 1–4 pm

8A  B: Siegel, *The Contents of Visual Experience*  
8B  In Memory of Gareth Matthews  
8C  IS: Choice Over Time  
8D  IS: J. L. Schellenberg’s Philosophy of Religion  
8E  IS: Perspectives on the *Zhuangzi*  
8F  IS: Poetry and Philosophy  
8G  IS: The Fitting Attitudes Analysis of Value  
8H  C: Ethics  
8I  C: Justice  
8J  C: Justification  
8K  C: Kantian Ethics  
8L  C: Philosophy of Biology  
8M  C: Powers, Abilities, and Free Will  
8N  AC: Starting a Philosophy High School?
Friday 4–6 pm

9A B: Smith, *Divine Machines: Leibniz and the Sciences of Life* ELLIOTT BAY
9B IP: Early Modern Ethics GRAND I
9C IP: Ethics and Climate Change CASCADE II
9D IS: Aristotle and Ontological Priority GRAND CRESCENT
9E C: Causal Exclusion OLYMPIC
9F C: Conditionals BLAKELY
9G C: Epistemology ADAMS
9H C: Philosophy of Language ORCAS
9I C: Philosophy of Science WHIDBEY
9J S: Attention and Perception ST HELENS
9K S: Fichte's Ethics VASHON II
9L S: Self-Defense CASCADE I-A
9M AC: Contemporary Philosophical Development in East Asia CASCADE I-B
9N AC: Philosophy Beyond the Academy: Graduate Students and Teaching Pre-College Philosophy CASCADE I-C
9O Dewey Lecture GRAND III

Friday 6–7 pm

Presidential Address GRAND III

Friday 7–10 pm

G7A Association for Chinese Philosophers in America CASCADE I-A
G7B Association for Informal Logic and Critical Thinking CASCADE II
G7C International Society for Chinese Philosophy CASCADE I-B
G7D International Society for Environmental Ethics ELLIOTT BAY
G7E North American Kant Society GRAND CRESCENT
G7F North American Wittgenstein Society ST HELENS
G7G Radical Philosophy Association CASCADE I-C
G7H Society for German Idealism OLYMPIC
G7I Society for the Philosophic Study of the Contemporary Visual Arts VASHON II
G7J Society for the Philosophy of Agency ADAMS
G7K Society for the Philosophy of History BLAKELY
G7L Society for the Study of Philosophy and the Martial Arts ORCAS
G7M Society of Indian Philosophy and Religion WHIDBEY

Saturday 9 am–12 pm

10B B: Schwitzgebel, *Perplexities of Consciousness* CASCADE II
10C IS: Cultivating Virtue ST HELENS
Saturday 1–4 pm

11A  B: Murphy, *A Moral Theory of Political Reconciliation*  
11B  B: Carruthers, *The Opacity of Mind*  
11C  In Memory of Philippa Foot  
11D  IS: Aesthetics and the Science of Disgust  
11E  IS: Akrasia  
11F  IS: Cassirer and Neo-Kantianism  
11G  C: Early Modern Philosophy  
11H  C: Experimental Philosophy  
11I  C: Knowledge  
11J  C: Moral Reasons and Moral Beliefs  
11K  C: Revisionism and Tracing  
11L  AC: Applications for Philosophy Grants and Fellowships  
11M  AC: Virtue Epistemology and Chinese Philosophy

Saturday 4–6 pm

12A  IP: Fundamentality and Degrees of Reality  
12B  IP: Hume, Nietzsche, and Naturalism  
12C  C: Cardinals  
12D  C: Counterfactuals and Dispositions  
12E  C: Definite Descriptions  
12F  C: Feminist Philosophy  
12G  C: Function in Neuroscience and Biology  
12H  C: Philosophy and Psychiatry  
12I  C: Plato  
12J  C: Testimony and Assertion  
12K  S: Altruism  
12L  S: Interactionism
GRAND I
S: Moral Personhood

VASHON II
S: Scientific Impartiality

Saturday 6–7 pm
Carus Lecture III

GRAND III
Saturday 7–9 pm
G8A International Association for the Philosophy of Sport
G8B North American Society for Social Philosophy
G8C Society for Skeptical Studies

ADAMS
Saturday 7–10 pm
G9A American Society for Aesthetics
G9B Association for Chinese Philosophers in America
G9C Hume Society
G9D International Society for Environmental Ethics
G9E Karl Jaspers Society of North America
G9F Marxism and Philosophy Association
G9G Molinari Society
G9H Radical Philosophy Association
G9I Society for Ancient Greek Philosophy
G9J Society for the Advancement of American Philosophy
G9K Society for Phenomenology and Analytic Philosophy

CASCADE I-A
CASCADE II
CASCADE I-B
CASCADE I-C
BLAKELY
ORCAS
GRAND CRESCENT
WHIDBEY
VASHON I
CASCADE II

Saturday 9–11 pm
G10A David Kellogg Lewis Society

ERRATA
1B David Sussman (University of Illinois–Urbana-Champaign) replaces Tamar Schapiro as a critic
2B Ann Cudd (University of Kansas) replaces Natalie Stoljar as critic
2C The session is chaired by David Copp (University of California–Davis)
2D Georg Mohr is not speaking and William Bristow is not commenting
2H Josh Anderson (St. Louis University) is commenting on Adam Hosein’s paper; Jeremy Neill’s paper is chaired by Michael Howard (University of Maine)
2L Nathan King’s paper is chaired by Michelle Pham (University of Calgary)
Vincent Piccuito (University of Maryland–College Park) comments on the paper by Adrienne Prettyman

Jennifer Welchman (University of Alberta) is commenting in place of Amélie Rorty

Jeffrey Watson (Arizona State University) is commenting on Ralf Bader’s paper

Hui-chieh Loy (National University of Singapore) is speaking in place of Jiuyuan Yu

This session is chaired by Lijun Yuan (Texas State University–San Marcos)

Pablo Rychter’s paper is chaired by Ted Shear (University of California–Davis)

Indrek Reiland (University of Southern California) is commenting on Brett Sherman’s paper

Robert Fischer’s paper is chaired by Jack Woods (Princeton University)

Ronald De Sousa will not be speaking

Daniel Halliday’s paper is chaired by Judith Wagner DeCew (Clark University)

Brian Kierland’s paper is chaired by Holly M. Smith (Rutgers University)

Joshua Gert (College of William and Mary) is commenting in place of Bernard Gert

Colin McQuillan (University of Tennessee–Knoxville) comments in place of Thomas Flynn

The session is chaired by Rima Basu (University of Southern California)

This session is chaired by Shawn Welnak (Long Island University); the speakers are Robert Gressis (California State University–Northridge), Samuel Kahn (Stanford University), Stephen Palmquist (Hong Kong Baptist University), Matt Ray (Boston College) and Shawn Welnak

Jean-Marie Chevalier (Collège de France) will speak on “Peirce’s First Critique of the First Critique: A Leibnizian False Start” (Winner of the 2011-12 Peirce Society Essay Contest)

Greg Malloy’s affiliation is Grand Canyon University

The Ayn Rand Society session starts at 7 pm

Society for Phenomenology and Analytic Philosophy

Topic: Synthesis from Kant to Phenomenology

Chair: David Woodruff Smith (University of California–Irvine)

Speakers: Burt Hopkins (University of Seattle)

Samantha Matherne (University of California–Riverside)

Martin Schwab (University of California–Irvine)

Clinton Tolley (University of California–San Diego)
SPECIAL EVENTS

Those who have not registered for the conference may purchase tickets for receptions at the conference desk.

Women in Philosophy Task Force Meeting
   Thursday 8–10 am  GLACIER PEAK

Book Displays
   Thursday 11 am–5 pm, Friday 11 am–6 pm, Saturday 9 am–1 pm  GRAND II

Business Meeting
   Thursday 12–1 pm  ELLIOT BAY

APA Board of Officers Meeting
   Thursday 4–5 pm  GLACIER PEAK

Annual Reception
   Thursday 10 pm–Midnight  FIFTH AVENUE

Program Committee Breakfast Meeting
   Friday 8–9 am  TBA

Poster Presentations
   Friday 11 am–2 pm  GRAND II

Committee on Pre-college Instruction in Philosophy Meeting
   Friday 11 am–12:30 pm  GLACIER PEAK

APA Board of Officers Luncheon
   Friday 12:30–2 pm  COLDWATER RESTAURANT LOFT

Dewey Lecture Reception
   Friday 4:15–5 pm  GRAND FOYER

Presidential Reception
   Friday 7–8 pm  GRAND FOYER

Reception in Honor of Arthur Fine
   Saturday 12–1 pm  ELLIOT BAY ANTEROOM

Reception in Memory of Philippa Foot
   Saturday 4–5 pm  ELLIOT BAY ANTEROOM
The Elliot Bay Room is on the Lobby Level